1.

Standard Comdar L+~ww Pack with variable control.

2.

I
Either the 2" or 6" diameter sampling barrel. lhe 2" barrel
samples for 1 minute and the 6" barrel for 9 - 14 Minutes.
Thus, the 2" barrel produces a series of short interval
samples and the.6" barrel provides continuous composite
sarrpling. Because of this the 6" barrel provides more
a-ate quantitative emission factor evaluation but the 2"
barrel is superior for short interval "real time" analysis
arxlspotchecking.

.

3.

War's mamneter for measuring emission sampler flew in
C.F.M. The sampler uses the fixed orifice pressure drop
principle to measure sampler flm rate. (see appendix 1 for
orifice calibraticm derivation).

4.

Both S, h S. 595 (or 589 B.R.) paper and S. & S. 1RV fiberglass filters in 5 or 15 an. diameters for 2" and 6" diameter
saqler barrels respectively. Roth a 595 and
- a back-up 1 HV
are used for all quantitative sampling.

5. Am- of measuring stack temperature at the sampler's nozzle
lip. A thermocouple system is best.
6. Ameans ofmeasuring oxygen.
Lynn Instruments in Lynh Mass. makes an electronic oxygen analyser
for about $ 700.00. Other less expensive units are available and
are preferable. We recormend the Fyrite 02 (O-21% scale) analyser
by Bachara&~, 301 Alpha Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15238. Price is

7. Abalance with a .OOlgn.accuracy. Ifbatchweighing is
used .Ol gm. accuracy can suffice. Itans 1 - 4 are provided
by Qxdar in their enissions sampling system. ahaus scale Corp.,
29 Ranover Rd. Florham Park, N.J. 07932, makes several balances
which read to .Ol gn. accuracy for $ 75.00 to $130.00. If money is
TD object probably the best balance available is the t+ettler top
loading guick reading (to 5 decimal places), digital AC 100 rrodel.
Wa have used two of then and they always agreed to within 1
milligram.

1.

Set up the draft gauge follwing these gauge instructions.
Ebr your-k, nountgauge cn a wall or other fixed structure
rather thancna flue pipe. Mxmt gauge within 3 - 4 feet of the
the flue pipe of your stove. Attach upper left comer of gauge's
backiq plate to til etc.with one of the self threading screws
usiq cne brass eyelet as a spacer. Tighten screw tight. Narr, add
draft gauge fluid to the left side of the glass tube. Make sure
you carefully use the levelirq lines on the gauge's aluninun back
plate to insure you use the correct amount of gauge oil (provided).
Rw, using a brass
lten tentatively set the gauge at 0.0 C.F.M.
eyelet spacer, thread another scrfew through the middle of the
vertical slotted bole on the upper right side of the backing plate.
Finally insert the renaining tw screws. Make a final liquid level
adjustment and tighten all screws. Place the shorter rubber hose
over right end (straight end) of glass tuba. Insert the 4"
stainless tube in the other end of this rubber hose. ibis
stainless tube will later be inserted in the flue pipe to measure
draft at the saw height in the flue pipe as the emissions sqler.
Place the longer rubber hose over upturned left end of the glass
gauge tube. Orient upturned end of glass tube vertical. lbe other

end of hose is attached to the l/4"
the head of the emissions sampler.

diameter stainless tube on

With both hoses' distal ends not
- connected to flue pipe or sampler,
carefully reset gauge at 0 C.F.M. For this final check make sure
right ti of gauge glass tube extends past the right edge of the
backing plate 1" or match up a finely scratched line made by a
diamond psncil with the right edge of the backirg plate. 'Ihe fine
line takes precident over the 1 w overlap if the line is
present. V&en the sampler is in opsration the pressure differential
between the flue's draft and the sampler's suction (you read this
differential co the gauge) indicates flw through the sampler's
nozzle in C.F.M. You simply read the C.F.M. directly.
Wnen operating the emissions sampler use the flow meter to allow
you to operate at a constant sampler flw rate. Use the sampler's
speed control to acoxnplish this.
It is recomlended that yo”
choose a flew level and stick to it. (.4O or .45 C.F.M. is
recommended). As the filter begins to collect condensable
particulates, sampling flw rate will decrease. Using the speed
ccntrol~ucan increaserrotor speed tomaintain constant flw.
Drill a l/2" diameter hole in the flue pips to accept the sampler's
nozzle. lhe tile should be as high as pra(,tical, 3 to 4 feet above
the stove.
This will insure conplete mixing of flue gases and
canplete condensation of the flue gases in the sampler barrel at
highest tested burn rates.
Drill a l/8" hole in the stack 1"
to 3" below the nxzzle bsle. Install a the-uple 3/4" into the
stack to measure the temperature at the nozzle's tip. Drill an
additional l/4" hole in the stack opposite the nozzle to accept
your 02 prcbe.'
Suspend a wire or rope fron ceiling to told emissions sampler tien
it is in operation. An open ended book attached to the lo&r end
of this line is reonmended to'insert into sampler's hook.

Run sanpler's exlnust pipe outside.
Sanpli.ng-Prcceednres

Nwber and weigh filter papers on an accurate balance before sampling and
afterwards to &tain particulate collection weight. Wait 3 - 4hours after
saqUng to begin weighing dirty filters. lhis time will allow any stack
moisture you collected cc your paper filters to evapxate.
Additionally,
changing mm air moisture can cause the paper filters (not the fiberglass)
to abmxb moisture and cause weight changes. lb axnpensate for this problem
weigh 5 filter papers labeled a -e, when youwighyour clean papers. All
paper filters to be wsighed should always be spread out for 15 minutes
before weighing. As a double check weigh the a-e papers at 5 minute
intervals until tw successive weights show TXJ change. Then weigh the other
When pu later
papers. In the meant&s waigh the fiberglass filters.
reweigh the dirty papers reweigh the a - e papers. (Remember to wait 15
minutes with papers spread out). Subtract the original a - e weights and
divide by 5 to cbtain the average moisture gain or loss per paper. &MY
this correction to yxu emissions weights for the - filters. lim? tmxe
constant yw can keep the humidity of your weighing - the netter. In
practice this prcblan is negligable in the winter when indoor humidity
reimains quite ccnstant but is a significant prcblem in the s-r.
YOU
shxld always sanple with a paper filter in front and a fiberglass filter in
back. Your filter numbering schene should be #1 (paper), #l a (fiberglass),
then #2 (paper), C2 a (fiberglass) etc.
If mur balance is accurate tn only .Ol gram weigh all filters to bs used
per sample run in a batch follcwirq the prcceedures in the above paragraph
(use 10 sheets, rat 5, for moisture gain or loss analysis). Make sure you
spread all paper filters out for 15 minutes. Weigh the batch of fiberglass
filters puwilluse. Repeat the same proceedure to wigh dirty filters.
Kfll?.: Rx most accurate quantitative average emissions factor determinations
batch weighing is recammenied ID matter what scale you use. If the

filters do not fit into your balance fold them and hold then with a
rubber band. Weigh the rubber bend and subtract it's weight.

1.

Set stove up and start it following your predesigned schedule.
The system most representative of hone burning (especially with
the rare efficient stoves) is to get the stove up to a desired
sidewall temperature on kindling and saw cordwxd and then add a
predetermined charge of cord& fuel (see acccmpanying Wxd'n
Energy Reprint on Elnissions sampling).
Sampling should start imnediately following the addition of a set
fuel charge.

2.

Insert fiberglass filter, snx&h side up on screen tilder on top of
lcwar barrel of sampler. Then add rubber spacer ring. Then add the
paper filter. Clamp top barrel to lowar barrel using the tqgle
Making sure draft hose is connected to samplers' head,
-Fe.
insert sampler in flue pipe, attach to overhead wire or rope and
begin sampliq at your desire3 rate. sampling should continue for
9 to 14 minutes depending on filter clogging rate. In no event
sample for loqer than 15 minutes. It is important that once you
have chosen a sample time length you stick with it. Otherwise
results will be biased, especially if you batch weighed filters.
We have found a 9 minute sample interval best. lhe filters are
then charged within 1 minute and sampling resuued exactly 10
minutes after the last sample started. Sampling thus starts at 10
minute intervals.
N3TE:Wrecamm-d 14 minute sample times at a sample flow rate of

.40 C.F.M. for rrPst effective quantitative work.

A.

Measure stack temperature and 02 every 5 minutes and

record.

B.

After each sample check that the inside lip at end of nozzle
.
hard ream the nozzles lip
is clear. Using a 3/B" drill yently
after each sample to rewove any buildup. By doing this the
orifice diameter will be maintained and flew rates accurately
measured.
Do not clean creosote from inside recessed
remainder of nxzle this time. When your sample run is
canplete, remove hose from sampler head, unscrew nozzle
asseebly, clean creosote etc. off the outside of the nozzle
and weigh nozzle head. lhen, using Mr. Wscle oven cleaner,
clean creosote etc frcm inside nozzle and reweigh. Subtract
to cbtain mnissions quantity tiich did txot reach the filter
paper. Add this amount to your total filter
weights to obtain total emissions collected (prorate if
desired). Cbntinue to sample for your predetermined sample
period changing filter papers at your set interval.
At the
Measure stack tanperature and 02 every 5 minutes.
emi of the sample run weigh the renaining wxd to obtain a
kg/hour burn rate. lhis is facilitated if the stove is on
scales. You do rot need this information to calculate the
emissim factor. Wwever, obtain it to relate your
eaission factor to the bum rate for amparative purposes.

1. Weigh filters and then add pper and fiberglass particulate
collections to obtain a total.
Determine the quantity of
particulates collection psr.hour of sampling time by division.
2.

Determine your stack dilutim factor. Figure 1 was prepared by
Using the A.S.M.E. formula for stack dilution factor using their
carbal1oss system. This systemdoes not requireCObemeasuredif
you measure just 02. The results are in fact oxaffected by CD
readings. If you measured Co2 obtain effective 02 by subtracting
co2 fmn 21%. Herein lies the disadvantage of measuring just 032.

You will have to measure CO or assune a value to use figure 1
effectively. Ebr dirty buring stoves you can assune 2%, mxlerately
clean stoves 1%. and very clean stoves 0%. Read 02, it is acre
effective. Read the dilution factor, fran figure 1, by finding your .
average 02 level for your sample run.
The stack dilution factor will be in error to some degree
depenlirq on the anount of unburned hydrocarbon in the flue gas.
This will cause emission factors to err on the high side. Nowever,
the maximun error is only about 13% which occurs with the dirtiest
burning stoves. Very clean stoves have practically 110 unburned
hydrocarbn induced error Wever. (less than 1%)
3.

ktennine your stack temperature factor. The fact that the sample
nozzle samples hot moist gases requires a flow correction factor to
be m;ule. The sa@er flow rate corrected to S.T.P. is actually
less than your gauge reads when hot gases are being sampled. lhe
correction factor to S.T.P. is wall kn&n and is reproduced here as
table 1 fran the North American Cmbusticn Handbook. Cbtain the
correction factor associated with your average stack temperature.
Note that table 1 only goes up to 650 degrees F. Ib not sample
above this temperature, as complete hydrocarbon condensation cannot
bs guaranteed at these high stack temperatures. Hopefully, this
will encourage lower burning rates during eaissions sampling than
have historically been used.

Emission Factor (gm/drykgofwood) =
(particulate~wt;gm./hour)(3;04)(stack‘dilution factor)
(average sampler C.F.M.)(Stack temperature factor)
This formula can be either used to calculate an average mission
factor for the entire sample run or data from particular
individual filters can be used to determine emission factors for

short time intervals.

This data shows changes in emission factors

during the hm cycle md by segmenting t&e mmple run and adding
the segnents together a total emission factor canbe obtained in
this alternate manner.
Ses Appendix 2 for derivation of emission factor equation.
Bsing.the-2‘inch'diameter‘sampling‘barrel
Ihe above proceedures apply for the 2 inch barrel except that sampling
times are restricted to 1 minute because it's filter paper has less area for
particulate-accunulation. Other than that follow all proceedures. Sample
forlminute either every1Oor 5minutes.
You may find that *en using tw filters in the 2" barrel that you can not
obtain a high enough sampler flw. Cover cne of tw of the l/4" diameter
air dilution tiles on the barrel's side (no more), and flow rate will
increase.

does notsrweor it jerks.
Solution: You have fluid in your hose. Rerrwe hose and blew it out with
ampressed air. If you have left the nnnoneter without it's hoses
attached draft fluid may thicken and stick. Clean glass tube with
a mild dish detergent.
Problem: klanmeter reading

EVCblan: My filter clogs before 14 minutes.
Solution: If stack temperature is less than 250 degrees F cwer as many
dilution holes as necessary to maintain flow.
If stack
tsmperature is higher you can cover up to 3/4 of the holes after
As a last resort after this has been done
ywrfl~drops.
terminate ths sample carefully noting the sample length on your
form. This problem usually cccurs at high burn rates, especially

with stoves using a grate and primary air coning fran beneath.

Prcblem: When weighing filters individually a few paper filters may shcw a
negative weight for a very clean burning stwe.
Fossibly fine
Solution: It is mt lmom what causes this *enanemn.
carbon enters or blocks spaces which muld mrmally be occupied by
moisture.
Consider these particular filters as having zero
particulates.
Appendix-l:

'Ihe sampler's nozzle is a .375" I.D. fixed orifice. The flm rate readings
onthe sampler's manmeter were calibrated by use of a .313" diameter
square edged orifice placed 12 pips diameters dmstream from the samplers'
nozzle. All dilution air holes and seams were sealed shut. Flange taps
were placed 1 inch upstream aud dumstream fran the fixed orifice in
star&& fashion. Pressure differentials were measured by a Dyer mmcmter
and related to flow by the American Gas Association's equation:
C.F.H.= 1658 (K)(a) we/G, in cubic ft./hr.
= .64 for square edged orifice with d/D less than .3
K
(fmn American Gas Association and North American
Canbustion Handbook)
a = Area of orifice in sg. inches.
= pressure differential in inches of water
Wz
= Relative density of sampled air anpared to rccm air.
G
= Orifice diameter
d
= San@er tube diameter
D

Derivation-of-missicns~factor-fornula -

1.

Emissions factor = (Flue gas production rate) x (sampling Factor)
+rticulates~collected) in gas/kg

2.

Flue gas prcduction rate*
Dry gas kg. per es-fired kg. of wed =
trE%'CX)2)'+‘8(%‘02)-+‘7(%'W2'+'%-eo2)

l (% carbon in fuel)

3(%Co2+%Co)

Quatim 2 indicates there are 6.22 kg of flue gas per dry kg of
wocd at 0% excess oxygen. Using 50% carbon in ti at S.T.P. this
oznverts to 182.6 cu. ft/kg. of fuel. Figure 1 provides stack
dilution factors to allow you to calculate S.T.P. cu. ft. flue
gas at various excess air levels (as measured by % 02).
3. Sas@ng Factor=

(average sampler flm in C.F.H.) x (stack temp. factor) in hr/kg
l

Fra A:S:M:E:-Short~Ponn-Calcolation'Sheets-For-Hydrocarbon
Cmbusticm

The equation can be used for sanpler flew in C.F.M. units by dividing
the constant 182.6 by 60 to cbtain 3.04, hence the foxm of eguation
shown in Calculation-of-Emissions.Factor section and below is derived.
Note that to calculate emissions factors the equation does not rely on
a useofburn rate.
4.

Saission Ehctor (q/dry kg of wxd) =
&uticulatewt:-gm:/hr:)f3.04)fstack~dilution-factor)
(average saqler C.F.M.)(Stack temperature factor)

,

Average stack temperature = 300 degrees F. (Frm stack thelXKX=OUPle)
Stack temperature factor = .83 (frun table 1)
Average sampler flw = .45 C.F.M. (E'ron sampler's IIIanmeter)
Average 02 = 10% @'ran 02 Analyser)
Stack Dilution fictor = 1.85 (fran figure 1)
lbtal praticulate weight = 5 gn over 5 hmrs or 1 q/hour
mission factor = [l).f3.04I.t1:85)
= 15.1 c&kg of med.
(.45) (.83)
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TABLE 1

STACK TEMPERATURE FACTOR
(Multiply times,sampler flow)

Stack Temp. OF
at distal end of
sampler nozzle
JO0
1000
,125O
1500
1750
2000
225O
250°
275O
3000
32S"
3.500
3150
4000
42S"
4500
4750
5000
525O
5500
5150
600°
625O
650"

Factor
1.0'
.98
.95
.93

.91
.90
.88

.a7

.85
-83
.82
.81
.80
.78
.7-l
.J6

.I5
-74
-73
.725
.715
.JO5
-70
.69

TO:

Users ofiths Condar Emissions sampling System

FROM:

Stockton G. Barnett

SUBJECT: The Most Effective Filter Setups to Use For Particular Sampling
Objectives, With a Note On the Sampler Nozzle.
:DATE:

January 12, 1984

Our lab use of the Condar Emissions Sampler has further defined the filter
combinations which best suit particular sampling objectives.
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS (for most stove development and demonstration work):
Use just a single S&S #595 paper filter. Paper has the advantage of
visually displaying relative emissions levels better than any other medium.
Look at &e creosotic emissions bleed-through on the back side of the filter
when making comparisons. Make your own scale of relative particulate loading by
arrangi g a series of filters in order from light to heavy. Assign them arbitrary ns mbers or actually weigh the particulate catch.
1.
If you are concerned about the very fine particulates. use a'backup
fiberglass (S&S 1HV) filter too. However, it is difficult to visually judge
particulate lowing on fiberglass.
QUANTITATIVE EMISSIONS FACTOR DETERMINATIONS:
Use two fiberglass (S&S IHV) filters one against the other, both smooth
side up.
The advantages of this system over a paper-fiberglass combination are:

1)

Fiberglass filter weights are unaffected by room moisture changes.
Moisture compensation determinations do not have to be made. thereby
simplifying the weighing process and increasing precision (especially
at low emission factors below 2 gm/kg).

2)

Particulate catch is greater. This effect systematically varies with
emission factor and ranges from about 1% greater catch at emission
factors in the 20-40 gm/kg range to 2% at 10 gm/kg to 4% at 5 gm/kg to
10% at l-2 pm/kg.

3)

Sampling time can be increased because fiberglass has less clogging
tendency than paper and more absorbitive capability. Thirty minute
sampling per filter pair is possible without revolitization and/or
bleed through taking place.

4)

Sampling is essentially automatic because fiberglass's low clogging
tendency allows long periods when no sampler adjustment is necessary.

DISADVANTAGE:
Visual inspection of fiberglass filters does not allow good qualitative
comparisons to be made.
RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE:
Use the bulk weighing form (included). Filters can be weighed immediately
as they come out of the box since room moisture...... Sequentially number your
filter pairs with a thin magic marker but, put a B on the backup filters.
Following the form, first weigh all clean front filters as a batch and record
weight. Then weigh and record the batch weight of the backup filters. Add the
two batch weights. Then batch weigh front and back filters together and record.
This provides a valuable double check on your weighing system. The front plus
back weight should agree within 3 mg. of the bulk total weight or weighing
should be repeated. (Assuming balance reads to mg. level).
Sample for any length up to thirty minutes. We recommend 29 minutes with a
1 minute turnaround. If the emissions run does not use all filters (because it
was unexpectedly short) weigh them all when you reweigh to determine particulate
catch. The ones you did not use are stable tare. Reweigh using the same
double check technique you used for the clean filters. Be sure to record all
sampling times (for use in emission factor calculation). Check flow meter zero
after each sample.
If you want to weigh individual filters (weigh front and back as a pair)
use the single filter form in the instructions. You can then determine short
interval emissions factors (important in performance diagnosis). Sampling
intervals might be lo-15 minutes for this purpose. You can check your weighing
accuracy of the single filter pairs by adding all their particulate weights and
comparing with the bulk weight. Particulate weights should agree within 1% for
emission factors above 5 gmlkg and 2% from 2-5 gmlkg.
COMBINATION OF QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS:
Here you want to visually watch the emissions progress of the stove
throughout the burn as it takes place but also obtain a quantitative emission
factor. The paper filter will give you good visual analysis and the paper-fiberglass combination will provide quantitative analysis.
Use the paper-fiberglass combination described originally in the instructions
and use either bulk weighing and/or single filter weighing.
SAMPLER NOZZLE:
It is important to maintain the integrity of the inside diameter of the
sampler nozzle. Clean it after each sample by gently turning backwards a 3/8"
drill. Periodically check the inside diameter of the nozzle with the stock of a
new 3/8" drill. If the diameter is more than 0.010" greater than the .375"
drill or the tip has been dented, sampler flow accuracy will no longer be
acceptable.
Our emissions testing experience indicates that the weight of particulates
that accumulates on the nozzle (and catches-on the reaming drill) during a
sample run is not worth measuring. It is almost always about 1% of the total
particulate catch and only exceeds 2% on rare occurrences.
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